Sibilants enjoy a unique status with respect to other obstruents throughout the history of French, evidenced by their ability to surface in phonotactic environments where other obstruents cannot. In the earliest stages of French, /s/ is distinctive from other obstruents in that it may form a word-initial cluster with another obstruent (Latin sponsa ‘spouse.FEM’), later undergoing postlexical prothesis (sponsa > espuse ‘spouse.FEM’) when not following a vowel-final word (Pope 1952; Rohlfs 1970). Furthermore, it persists as a coda word-internally well beyond other obstruents, eliminated from this position in Gallo-Romance (rupia > rute ‘route’ vs. festa > feste ‘party’) (Pope 1952; Jacobs 1995; Gess 1998, 1999, and later work), and unlike other obstruents triggers word-internal epenthesis before a rhotic (essere > *es’re > estre to be’) (Hartkemeyer 2000).

When /s/ ceases to surface as a licit word-internal syllable coda during the Old French period (Gess 1998, 1999, and later work), its deletion is accompanied by compensatory lengthening of the preceding vowel (feste [fɛ.te] > fe:te [fɛ.:te]) (Gess 1998). The deletion phenomenon occurs in stages, conditioned by the sonority of the following onset segment (Montaño 2017). In close chronological proximity to coda /s/ deletion, the prothetic vowel of words containing an etymological word-initial /s/ + obstruent cluster becomes a fixed element of surface forms (e.g. /spusə/ → [es.pu.za] ~ [spu.za] > /spusə/ → [es.pu.za] ‘spouse.FEM’) (Pope 1952), pointing to one of two possible conclusions: (1) that prothesis shifted from the postlexical to the lexical phonology (input form /spusə/ → [es.pu.za]), or (2) that the prothetic vowel had been re-analyzed as part of the input form during acquisition via lexicon optimization (input form /spusə/ → /es.pu.za/ → [es.pu.za]). Interestingly, the inability of /s/ to occupy a word-internal coda position interferes with prothesis in that simply epenthizing a word-initial vowel no longer yields a harmonic output once Old French coda /s/ deletion is underway, since such an output would also violate a critical constraint against /s/-initial syllable-contact clusters (e.g. /spusə/ → *[es.pu.za], *[es.pu.za]). Unsurprisingly, /s/ does delete (/spusə/ → [e.pu.za]), but critically no compensatory lengthening accompanies deletion as in word-internal contexts (Pope 1952).

Contrary to the position that the now fixed prothetic vowel became re-analyzed as part of the input form of these lexical items, thus feeding coda /s/ deletion as in (2) above, I claim a more abstract analysis in which these lexical items remain underlyingly /s.../. Given this, word-initial /s/ deletion, as evidenced by the evolution of words such as [es.pu.za] > [e.pu.za] and exhibiting no compensatory lengthening, then represents a distinct evolution of the prothesis phenomenon in which the prosodic position of un harmonic underlying word-initial /s/ is filled by the only licit segment in this structural position, i.e., a vowel. Since such a phenomenon does not constitute a true deletion, by which the prosodic node of the deleted segment would be preserved via vowel lengthening, but rather involves segmental substitution, no compensatory lengthening occurs in these contexts. This particular distinction is corroborated by the lack of long vowel or diphthongs in modern varieties of French (e.g. Québec French) that otherwise preserve long vowels in erstwhile compensatory lengthening contexts (Walker 1984; Picard 2004; Gess 2008; Côté 2012), as well as by suggestive evidence from the output forms of morphological concatenation involving /sc/-initial stems, thus providing supporting evidence to my claim that prothesis remained an active phenomenon in the lexical phonology throughout the Old French period. I further claim that once coda /s/ deletion took hold, prothesis underwent a fundamental transformation on a phenomological level. It in fact represents a case of non-surface-apparent opacity (McCarthy 1999) since the prothetic vowel surfaces in output forms in which the conditioning environment of word-initial [s] + obstruent clusters is absent. My analysis, supported by the reflexes of such clusters in present-day varieties of French as well as their apparent behavior in morphological concatenation, succeeds in characterizing both the Old French synchronic reality of the opaque prothesis phenomenon alongside coda /s/ deletion, as well as the diachronic developments leading up to it within a single, unified evolving phonological system.

I formalize the interrelated nature as well as the predictably ordered chronology of these changes in consonant cluster licensing by use of the Split Margin Approach to the Syllable (Baertsch 2002; Baertsch & Davis 2003; and later work) in a constraint-based optimality-theoretic analysis. The rich network of implicational structural relationships among syllable and word-level constraints on margin segments and their interaction with faithfulness constraints elegantly capture how the phenomena of prothesis and coda /s/ preservation and deletion evolve over the course of Late Latin through Old French, as well as how the two phenomena intersect in...
critical ways. I offer a comprehensive and informative schematization of the clustering possibilities of /s/ and of prothesis in particular throughout early French phonology.
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